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Ice Pigging Offers Sustainable Main Cleaning Technology

Ice pigging demonstration projects illustrate the technology’s ability to clean water distribution mains and sewer force mains effectively, with less water than with traditional flushing. BY RANDY MOORE

ICE PIGGING, a sustainable cleaning method for potable water distribution mains and wastewater force mains, was developed in the United Kingdom in 2000 and introduced in the United States in 2012. The method involves pumping a slurry of ice into a main through a hydrant, or a 2-in. fitting, and using system pressure to push the ice pig downstream to exit through a hydrant or fitting. The ice slurry, often filling as much as 20–30 percent of a pipe's volume, cleans with shear forces up to 1,000 times greater than with water alone, providing more effective cleaning and using significantly less water than traditional flushing methods.

An ice pig works like a glacier does. Rather than bulldozing sediment and biofilm, it incorporates them into the ice. Because the ice pig enters and exits through a hydrant, specialized launch and retrieval stations aren't required as with mechanical pigging or swabbing. Customer service isolation usually isn't necessary either.

Because the pig is an ice slurry, not a solid pig, it can’t get stuck like traditional mechanical pigs or soft swabs. An ice pig can negotiate pipe bends, diameter changes, broken gate valves, and inline butterfly valves without affecting the cleaning process. The technology was introduced to the US water industry in an AWWA webcast, Main Cleaning: Clean, Pig or Dig in April 2012, and in a presentation at AWWA's 2012 Annual Conference & Exposition. Since that time, demonstration projects, full-scale potable-water distribution system cleaning projects, and a sewer force main cleaning project have been conducted.

DEVELOPMENT HISTORY

Ice pigging technology was developed by Professor G.L. Quarini at the University of Bristol, United Kingdom, and soon thereafter was granted a worldwide patent for its unique cleaning technology, which was primarily applied in cleaning food and beverage industry piping.

Quarini approached his local water company, Bristol Water, to ask if there was a water industry application that could use ice pigging. At the time, Bristol Water flushed its smaller-diameter mains and mechanically pigged the large ones. However, strategic mid-sized pipes
(12–24 in.) were often left uncleaned because they were too difficult to take out of service for several days for conventional pigging.

“In 2006, after seeing some convincing laboratory experiments, Bristol Water decided to take the plunge and see if they could scale up the process to suit the water industry,” said Matthew Stephenson, operations director for the company that owns Bristol Water. “Over the next few years, Bristol Water invested in equipment and testing programs in their own network to prove the process.”

In 2009, Bristol Water got approval from the UK’s Drinking Water Inspectorate, the agency responsible for water quality in England and Wales, according to Stephenson. By 2010, the University of Bristol and Bristol Water’s owner agreed to commercialize ice pigging worldwide. The technology has since been used in the United Kingdom, Holland, Germany, France, Japan, Australia, Chile, Saudi Arabia, and the United States. To date, more than 250 miles of pipe have been cleaned with ice. The longest single run was 2.67 miles of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe in Wales.

**CASE STUDIES**

Several demonstrations and full-scale ice pigging projects have been successful.

**North Carolina.** Stokes County (N.C.) Public Works provides water to the town of Danbury, N.C. The 30-year-old distribution system had a significant buildup of manganese, iron, and sediment, causing customer complaints about discolored water. In addition, there wasn’t sufficient storage capacity to conduct traditional flushing.

Ice pigging was used to clean 18,000 ft of 6-in.-diameter PVC pipe without excavation. Using one-third the volume of water that traditional flushing would have required, the cleaning was performed in four runs in two days. The second run was performed the Saturday morning of Labor Day weekend. A water system wouldn’t usually attempt a project of this type on a holiday weekend. However, the ease of the first run’s operation convinced the team to proceed with the second run.

**Result.** Ice pigging successfully removed more than 350 pounds of sediment—an average of 87 pounds/mile. PVC pipe sections were removed before and after cleaning to allow visual inspection of the degree of cleaning.

“Water quality has been greatly increased, and customer complaints have all but disappeared,” said Mark Delehant, Stokes County’s public works director.

**New Hampshire.** Despite several flushing programs, the city of Keene, N.H., has

---

**Technology Overview**

Ice pigging is a low-risk alternative to other main-cleaning techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planning</th>
<th>Production</th>
<th>Delivery</th>
<th>Monitoring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pipes and fitting plans and operational requirements</td>
<td>Ice makers (use utility water to make ice)</td>
<td>Delivery units</td>
<td>Instrumentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Holding tanks</td>
<td>Support vehicles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
been fighting customer complaints about discolored water from a section of its distribution system for more than five years. Heavy iron and manganese deposits and associated sediment and biofilms were the suspected root cause. Ice pigging was proposed as a possible solution. The city developed a two-phase approach; if Phase 1 was successful, Phase 2 would proceed.

In Phase 1, about 4,000 ft of 6- and 8-in. cast- and ductile-iron mains were cleaned successfully. In Phase 2, about 62,000 ft of 6–12-in. cast, cast-iron, cement-lined, and ductile-iron mains were cleaned. Water samples were collected before, during, and after ice pigging. In addition, sediment samples were examined, providing visual confirmation of cleaning effectiveness.

**Result.** Phase 1 removed about 28 pounds of sediment, and Phase 2 removed about 2,400 pounds of sediment.

**Pennsylvania.** Personnel in Dallastown Borough, Pa., were interested in an ice pigging demonstration to clean a wastewater collection system force main. This was the first attempt in the United States to clean a sewer force main. About 1,200 ft of 4-in. cast-iron force main at a pump station was selected for cleaning. Two ice slurry injections through a 2-in. tap were used to clean a section of the main.

**Results.** According to an engineer’s report, ice crystals couldn’t be seen in the waste stream discharge as it was watched, because the wastewater was warm and flow velocity was high. However, the color of the discharge changed from gray to pitch black to gray and finally light brown. In addition, the cleaning improved pump operation, with the average discharge rate increasing by 29 percent.

“The outcome from cleaning the sewer force main by ice pigging exceeded our expectations, and the work was done without having to open-excavate the state highway,” said Richard Resh, a senior manager with the project’s consulting firm.

According to Resh, by removing debris from inside the pipe, friction losses were reduced and operating efficiency improved. The demonstration convinced the municipality to postpone pump station capacity improvements, and construct ice pigging injection ports into future pump station design, according to Resh.

**THE FUTURE**

As these projects demonstrate, ice pigging technology has the potential to become a sustainable best practice for potable water distribution main and sewer force main cleaning in the United States.
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